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A SEVEN CONNECTED FINITE H-SPACE IS
FOURTEEN CONNECTED

BY

JAMS P. LIN

0. Introduction

In this note, the action of the Steenrod algebra on the mod 2 cohomology of
a finite H-space is studied. One interesting question is to determine the first
nonvanishing homotopy group for a finite H-space. Work of the author [4]
showed that any 3-connected finite H-space is 6-connected. In this note we
show that any 7-connectedfinite H-space is in fact 14-connected. The arguments
are related to secondary cohomology operations and can be considered a
continuation of the work done to prove the loop space conjecture [2], [5].
The original motivation for this work goes back to papers of Browder,

Thomas and Zabrodsky [1], [7], [9]. Browder used the fact that Sq maps even
degree cohomology classes to decomposables for a finite H-space X. Using
this observation he was able to prove a 1-connected H-space is 2-connected.
Thomas [8] restricted himself to a smaller class of finite H-spaces, namely
those with primitively generated mod 2 cohomology to prove a 2i- 1 con-
nected, primitively generated finite H-space was in fact 2i+ 1_ 2 connected.
This result was quite spectacular, because it also described the action of the
Steenrod algebra in quite simple terms. He was finally able to show that mod 2
primitively generated H-spaces have first nonvanishing homotopy in degrees 1,
3, 7 or 15 [7]. The only drawback was that not all finite H-spaces admit
primitively generated mod 2. cohomology rings. In fact the exceptional group
E8 has H*(E8; Z) not primitively generated and the formulas given by
Thomas for the action of the Steenrod algebra do not hold for E8.

The present task, therefore, is to devise a more general method to attack
finite H-spaces which do not have primitively generated mod 2 cohomology.
Some of Thomas’ results are still valid. For example we showed Sq 2 of a
41 + 1 dimensional cohomology class is decomposable [4]. In this note we
prove Sq4 of an 81 + 3 dimensional cohomology class is decomposable. These
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results appear to be the beginning of a pattern of the form

Sq2QH2i+2’+k-I(x; Z2) 0

for X a finite H-space, k > 0.
We also prove

o*(QHSt+3(X; Z2))
_
im Sq 4.

In a previous paper [4] we showed

o*(OH41+ 1( X; Z2)) cim Sq 2.

This may be part of a pattern of the form

( $(QH2i-1- 2i+1k-I( X; Z2))
___
im Sq 2’ for k > 0.

The results in this paper are by no means exhaustive, but hopefully serve to
illustrate the methods used. In a later paper, the author will derive further
primary results.

I wish to thank the Institute for Advanced Study in Jerusalem for its
hospitality. I also appreciate the many conversations with Frank Williams,
Alex Zabrodsky, and John Moore which helped to organize my thoughts.

I. Primary results and secondary operations

In this section results of some other papers are gathered here for later use. A
secondary operation 2 is defined here. Its main memorable characteristic is
that it suspends to Sq4 of a transpotence element. Sq42 will be related to
other secondary operations. This will be a key element in our proof.

Unless otherwise noted all cohomology and homology will be understood to
have Za coefficients.
We begin by reserving the symbol Xfor a simply connected H-space with the

following properties:
Property 1. QHeVen( X) O.
Property 2. For k > 0, QH4k+ I(X) Sq2kQH:k/ I(X).
Property 3. Z,R>oQHak+I(X) + Z,>oQH8+3(X) is a finite dimensional

vector space.
These properties hold for all finite simply connected H-spaces as has been

shown in [2], [5], [4].
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The following notational conventions will be used throughout the paper"

Q* QH*(X; Z2)
P* PH*(X; Z2)

H* H*(X; Z2)

Q, QH,( X; Z2)
P* PH,( X; Zz)

H, n,(x; Z2).

Note that H* is a Hopf algebra over the Steenrod algebra. Define

Q2 IH*/(IH*)3.

Then the reduced coproduct induces a map of Steenrod modules

d: Qz Q* (R) Q*.

If x H*, denote the projection of x to Q2 by (x }. We have the following
lemma.

LEMMA 1.1. (a) ff Qodd then has representative x with d ( x ) O.
(b) Suppose x is decomposable and has degree not congruent to two roodfour.

Then if d ( x } 0 then x is three fold decomposable. If d ( x } 4 0 then d ( x )
lies in im(1 + T) where T is the twist map.

Proof By property 1 QeVe. 0. Therefore if x Hdd,

AxD(R)H*+H* (R)D

where D is the module of decomposables. This implies d{x} 0 which
proves (a).
To prove (b) note that if degree x is not congruent to two mod four then x

is not a cup product square of a generator. Therefore modulo three fold
decomposables x is a sum of terms x’r." wherei-- xi, x are odd degree
generators. But

d(’"’" -’(R) -"+ -"(R) -’ im(1 + T)i.A’i } Xi X X X

So either d { x } 0 and x is three fold decomposable or d{ x } im(1 + T).
Q.E.D.

We also would like to bring to the reader’s attention the relationship
between Q* and the primitives of H*(fX). Recall there is an Eilenberg
Moore spectral sequence relating H*(X) and H*(fX). We have

E2 TOrH,(x)(Z2,Z2) and Eo GrH*(X).
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According to [3], E is isomorphic as coalgebras to H*(fX). But in our case
E2 E because Qeven 0 so H*(X) is a tensor product of truncated
polynomial and exterior algebras on generators of odd degree.

It follows that Torn.x)(Z2, Z2) is a tensor product of divided power and
exterior coalgebras on primitives that are suspension or transpotence elements.
We easily derive the following:

LEMMA 1.2. (a) All primitives of H*(X) are either suspension or trans-
potence elements on generators of odd degree.

(b) o*: Q21+l ._+ pH2t(X) is an isomorphism if is even and is a mono-
morphism if I is odd.

(c) If y pH4m-2(X) is a transpotence element then express m as
m 2in where n is odd. Then y 2i+2(x) where deg x is n and x has height
2i+2.

We now build the universal example for a tertiary operation which will be
used in Section 2. We first build the universal example for a certain trans-
potence element.
Our universal example will eventually be used to prove

a*Q8k+3

_
Sq4pH8k-2(fX).

Express k 2il where is odd. Let Wo: K(Z2, l) --+ K(Z2, 16k) be defined
by w(i16k) (i1) 2+. Then wo is an infinite loop map. Let BEo be the fibre
of Bwo. Let o" K(Zz,2k) ’+ K(Z2, 16k) be defined by

(i16/) i82k"

Let BE0 be the fibre of Bffo. We have a commutative diagram

We have Bff(i16,+1) SqSkSq4kSq=ki2,+l. There exist elements

0 ol6k+5(Og), 1 ol6k+2(Oo), 2 ol6k+4(Og)
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with

B*(ffo) Sq4Sqli16k, B*(I) Sq2i16k, B*(ff2) Sq4i16k"

We have

-1 Sq4kSq2kBfi( ig-k+ l) (R) Sq4kSqV-kBfi( iv.k+ l)

where o, if2 are primitive. Hence Sq42 + Sq61 + Sq3ffo is primitive and in
the kernel of B*. We have

fiE--o K(Zg_, 2k- 1) K(Z2,16k- 2)

and

(o*)2(ffo) aoi2k_ @ 1 + 1 @ Sq4Sqli6k_2,

(O*)2(1)--tli2k_ (R) 1 -t- 1 (R) Sqi6k_2,

(O*)2(2) ol2i2k_ (R) 1 + 1 (R) Sq4il6k_2

Changing i by Bff(olii2k+l) we may assume

(0")2(0) 1 (R) Sq4Sqix6k_2,

(O’*)2(1) 1 (R) Sq2i6_2,

(0")2(2) 1 (R) Sq4il6k_2

Then

(o*)2[Sq30 -b Sq6l q- Sq42] 0.

Hence since o’: QHdd(/o) pHeven(f]/o) is monic,

o*[Sq3o-t- Sq6 q- Sq4ff2] 0

since it’s odd degree decomposable. Now since 0"" QH6g+8(Bo)
pn16k+7(o) is monic it follows that

Sq3o + Sq6l q- Sq42 Sq8k+4nff(ai2k+l) [nff(ai2k+l)] 2

where a (2).
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Define u h*(ffi), vi o*(u). Let qi be the secondary operations defined
by the vi. We have proved"

PROPOSITION 1.3. There exist elements vo, Ol, /)2 H*(Eo) that are suspen-
sions of elements uo, u1, u 2 with the following properties.

(1) Sq3/)o + Sq6/)l + Sq402 O.
(2) o*(02) Sq%p2,+,(p(it)).
(3) Sq3uo + Sq6Ul + Sq4u2 is a fourth power.

Proof Property 3 implies property 1. 0"*(/)2)-’- 1 (R) Sq4il6k_2 and 1 (R)

i16k-2 represents tp2,+,(p’(it)). Hence property 2 is satisfied.
Finally

Sq3o + Sq6ffl + Sq42 [Bfi(otig.k+l)] 2

and since a has odd degree,

ah*(izk+ 1) aSqkHk+ I(K(Z2 + 1)) _c H*(K(Z2, + 1)).

Hence Sq3uo + Sq6Ul + Sq4u2 is a fourth power. Q.E.D.

We now build the third stage of our Postnikov system. The Adem relations
imply

Sq8/+4 sqaSq8, + Sq8k+2Sq 2 + Sq8k+3Sq1,

Sq8k+:= Sq4Sq8-2 + Sq8kSq 2,

Sq2Sq 2 Sq3Sql.

Combining the above equations we obtain

(1.2) Sq8/c+4 Sq4[Sq8g + Sq8-ZSq2] + [Sq8+3 + Sq8kSq3]Sq1.

For convenience let 0 Sq8 + Sq8k-ZSq2. Then we have

Sq8k+4--- Sq40 q- [Sq 8k+3 -t- Sq8kSq3]Sq1.

Let

K Eo K(Z2,8k + 3,8k + 1),
Ko K(Z2,16k + 3, 16k + 1, 16k + 4, 8k + 4, 8k + 4)
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Let w" K Ko be defined by

w*(iX6k+3) 0i8k+3 02

w*(iX6k+l) U1 SqSki81+l

w*(il6k+4) 00

w*(i8k+4 ) Sqli8k+3

w*(ik+4 ) Sq3iSk+l

Then w is a loop map. Let E be the fibre of w:

Ko

E

g,
w -*K0

Consider the element z H*(BKo),

Then

g Sq4i161+4 + Sq6il6k+2 + Sq3il6k+5

+(Sq8/+3 + Sq8lCSq3)i8+5 + Sq8+3’’/8k+5"

(Bw)*(z) Sq4[Oisk+,- U2] + Sq6[ul Sq8li8k+2]
+Sq3uo + [Sq8k+3 + Sq8kSq3]Sqli8k+4
+ SqSk+3Sq3i8k+2

[Sq40 + (SqSk+3+ SqSkSq3)Sql]i8g+4
+Sq4u2 + Sq6Ul + Sq3uo

+ (Sq6Sq 8k + Sq8k+3Sq3)i81+2
SqSk+4i + a fourth power (by Proposition 1.3)8k+4

Therefore in the projective plane of E, P2E, the inclusion

2" P2E BE

takes np*(i8k+4) to an element truncated at height two. Hence by [5, Prop.
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3.1], there exists a v H*(E) with Av u (R) u where u P*(i8k+3) and

j*(o) Sq4i16k+2 "+" Sq6il6k + Sq3il6k+3

+(Sq8/+3 + Sq8CSq3)i8k+3 + Sq8+3i1c+3.

By [9] we have:

PROPOSITION 1.4. There exists an element o*v pH16k+5(Eo) with

c(o,v) o,u o*u

and

j*(o*V) Sq4i161+1 + Sq6i16c-1 + Sq3i161+2 + (Sq8Sq3)i8k+ 2"

2. Applications of the c2-invariant

In this chapter, the three stage system E is used to prove

o*Q8k+3

___
imSq4.

By property 3, Et> oQ8t+3 is a finite dimensional vector space. Therefore, we
may use downward induction. Assume that for k’ > k, o*Q8k’+3 im Sq 4.
Let Y Q8k+3 have representative x with d { x ) 0. Then if 0 is nontrivial,
by induction

o * (OY,) Sq4y.

Since degree o*(0) 16k + 2 it is primitive indecomposable. Hence y may
be chosen primitive indecomposable. It follows that y is either a suspension or
transpotence element. In either case y is realizable by a map

X rE0

K(, l)

and

(f)*(o*vz) Sq4y

by Proposition 1.3. Therefore f’(v2) and 0Y suspend to the same element.
Since o*" Qodd pHeve,,(2X) is monic, fo*(V2)- Ox is three-fold decom-
posable.
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Similarly, if f*(v) is indecomposable, by Property 2,

J*(VI) Sq8kX8k+X -b three-fold decomposables.

By Lemma 1.1, Sqx and Sq3xs+ are three-fold decomposable. Finally, the
Cartan formula for hf(Vo) (see [5]) implies that if D is the module of
decomposables, then

f*(v0) D (R) H* + H* (R) D + im Sq4Sq

since j*(iz) D (R) H* + H* (R) D. But SqH*
_

D.
We conclude d{f*(v0)} 0. By Lemma 1.1, f*(v0)is also three-fold

decomposable.
If P:zftX is the projective plane of fX, since all three-fold products vanish

on H*(P:z2X) it follows that there is a commutative diagram

P_f]X X K -’-> Ko
f w

where f*(i8k+3) x, f*(i8/c+l) x8k+l. This yields a diagram:

fE

X K ---> f]K0
f

By [4, equation 2.2], we have o*x (R) o*x (Sq4 + Sq6 + Sq + Sq8kSq3)[F
(R) ima* + ima* (R) F + PH*(fX) (R) PH*(fIX)] where F2’ is a submodule
of im o* + 2-fold products of dements of im o*. Since o*x is indecomposable
and H*(fX) is even dimensional this implies

o*x (R) o*x [Sq4 + Sq6](pH*(X) (R) PH*([2X)).
Since im Sq 2 and en4l(S)= 0*041+1 by Lemma 1.2, it follows that
o*x sqapH*([2X). This completes the inductive step and proves:

THEOREM 2.1. o*O8k+3

___
sqapH*([2X).

COROLLARY 2.2. Sq4a8k+3 O.

Proof
a*Sq4Q81+3 c_ Sq4Sq4pH8k-2(X)_

Sq6Sq2PHS-2(fX)
=0

since Sq2PH4t([2X) 0. Q.E.D.
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THEOREM 2.3. If X is 7-connected then X is 14-connected.

Proof By [2], [5] the first nonvanishing homotopy group is torsion free of
odd degree. By the Hurewicz theorem if 0 < is the lowest degree where
rt(X) is nontrivial, then Ht(X) is nontrivial. If 14 > > 7 then by properties
1 and 2, 1 11. By Theorem 2.1, o*Qii= Sq4pH6(X). But X is 6-con-
nected so Qll 0. We conclude that if > 7 then > 14. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 2.4. Q Sq4O7 and Q19 Sq4Q15.

Proof Since X is two connected, the first transpotence dement in H*(fX)
of degree 8k 2 is in degree greater than or equal to 22. Hence

and

o*Qll Sq4pH6(X) Sq40*Q7

Similarly,

Qn Sq407.

and

0,Q19 Sq4pH14(X) Sq40,Q1.5

Q19= Sq4015. Q.E.D.
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